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Central Campus
February 21, 2020
Current Activities

- Continue erecting Steel Sequence 11
- Continue installing deck and bent plate on levels 02 and 03
Current Activities

- Continue erecting Steel Sequence 11
Current Activities

- Continue erecting Steel Sequence 11
- Continue installing deck and bent plate on levels 02 and 03
Current Activities

- Continue UG utilities in Area A
Current Activities

- Bent plate and shear studs installed on level 01
Current Activities

- Installing stair 5
Current Activities

- Continue installing and detailing deck on levels 02 and 03
- Installing bent plate on level 02
Current Activities

- Shear studs installed on level 01
Current Activities

- Shear studs installed on level 01
Current Activities

- Prep level 01 for pour
Current Activities

- Start MEP rough-in ahead of elevated slab pour
Current Activities

- Continue SOG prep in Area B
- Continue UG utilities in Area A
Current Activities

- Prep level 01 for pour
Current Activities

- Demo and material haul-off at corner of Giles
Current Activities

- Demo and material haul-off at corner of Giles
Current Activities

- Continue deep telecom run from auditorium through Area D
Current Activities

- Continue deep telecom run from auditorium through Area D
Current Activities

- Encasing deep telecom run from auditorium through Area D
Current Activities

- Giles ramp open
Current Activities

- Giles ramp open
Current Activities

- Excavating for NCEP Cooling Tower Expansion
Current Activities

- SOG prep in Area B
Current Activities

- SOG prep in Area B
Current Activities

- Backfilling utilities in Area D
Aerial Photos – 2/14/2020

Our Passion is Building®
Coming Soon!
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Project Milestones / Upcoming Activities

- Continue waterproofing and backfilling foundation walls
- Continue UG sitework coordination and BIM UG for interior utilities
- Continue UG Plumbing and UG Electrical in Area D
- Continue construction of LSSC mock-up panel
- Continue erecting Steel (Seq. 1-11)
- Prep SOG in Area B for pour
- Continue work for Central High Renovation
- Continue detailing deck on levels 02 and 03
- Prep elevated slab for pour on level 01